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The Florida Keys Cookbook is a fascinating combination of food history, local lore, and over

175 mouth-watering recipes showcasing the Florida Keys' bounty from Keys restaurant chefs

and home cooks. Archival photographs and informative sidebars round out the newly designed

full color second edition of this beautiful and treasured book that is a celebration of the

paradise that is the Florida Keys.

About the AuthorVictoria Shearer is a longtime travel and food journalist who frequently

contributes to national magazines and newspapers. She is also the author of The Florida Keys

Cookbook, ten editions of Insiders’ Guide to the Florida Keys & Key West, Walking Places in

New England, It Happened in the Florida Keys, and others. Vicki divides her time between

Islamorada, in the Keys, and Wake Forest, North Carolina. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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INTRODUCTION Food Customs, Cultures & Traditions of the Florida KeysIn the BeginningThe

Florida Keys flourished under the sea as a string of patch reefs at the edge of the continental

shelf until the last glacial period, the Wisconsin, when the oceans receded and the seas

dropped more than 150 feet. The landmass that emerged—coral bedrock interspersed with

fossil remnants—encompassed all of Florida Bay and Hawk Channel, as well as the exposed

patch reefs now considered the Keys.The climate began to warm about 15,000 years ago at

the beginning of the present interglacial period, the Holocene Epoch. Sea levels again rose,

reclaiming Florida Bay and Hawk Channel to the watery realm. Spurred on by global warming,

the waters continue to rise. In fact, with a mere 15-foot rise in sea level, the ocean will once

again reclaim the Florida Keys.The Native AmericansSand burial and rock mounds, freshwater

sinkholes, and kitchen middens have been discovered all throughout the Florida Keys,

suggesting tribal cultures began here as early as AD 800. Mounds of bones and shells found in

the middens, or ancient campsites, suggest fish, crabs, sea turtles, lobsters, shellfish, and

conchs were plentiful and that the Native Americans—Tequestas, Calusas, and Matecumbes—

were seafood gourmands.The tribes were hunter-gatherers, supplementing their predominantly

seafood diet by killing deer and raccoon for meat and harvesting such wild fruits as sea grapes,

palm berries, and cocoplums. From masses of discarded conch shells, the seafarers fashioned

cooking vessels, implements, and tools. Small shells were used as cups, dippers, and spoons.

The spiral columellae—center of the conch shell—was utilized as a primitive drill to make holes

in large conch shells. Wooden sticks were stuck through these holes, thereby creating

hammers and clubs. It appears no part of a sea creature’s remains was wasted. The flaring lips

of the conch shells served as gouges, scrapers, and axes. And sharks’ teeth were outfitted with

wooden handles to form knives.The SpanishForeigners began coming to the shores of the

Keys in 1511 during the Spanish conquest of Cuba, just 90 nautical miles south. When Ponce

de Leon discovered Florida in 1513, he declared the island archipelago Los Martires (the

martyrs) and the outlying islands Las Tortugas (the turtles).Havana was founded in 1517, and

by 1519 Spanish ships began sailing past Los Martires, traveling the northern currents of the

Gulf Stream laden with treasure bound for the mother country. Despite a few dustups between

the Calusas and the Spanish, the Native American tribes were friendly with the white men they

encountered, who appeared more interested in harvesting fish, sea turtles, and birds’ eggs,

looking for enemy ships, and converting the natives to Catholicism than in colonizing the

islands.During the next two centuries, the tribes helped the Spanish catch fish in Keys waters,

pirate passing English ships, and salvage cargo from vessels that wrecked on the reef. Cubans

camped on the northwest shore of Key West (now Mallory Square) and brought their piscatory

harvest back to Cuba. And the Spanish supplied the rum . . . and disease, causing the native

population to dwindle dramatically.The EnglishAt the same time, England also had interests in

the region, claiming the Bahamas for King Charles I. Experienced fishermen from the

Bahamas harvested the waters of the Keys on a regular basis, developing a lucrative trade with



Havana. By the 1600s, Cuban fishermen began referring to the Keys as Los Cayos de Florida,

the little islands of Florida. The English adopted the word cayo, which came from the Taino

tribes in Cuba, and changed it to “cay.” Eventually the word was corrupted to “key,” and by 1742

the English were calling the islands the Florida Keys.Seeking a strategically located naval

base, England attacked and captured Cuba in 1762, looting Havana. The country remained

under English control for nearly a year, until in 1763 Spain ceded Florida to England in return

for regaining Cuba. (Spain never really acknowledged the Keys to be part of Florida, however,

and continued to fish its waters.) Fearing retribution by the English, the remaining indigenous

people of the Keys fled to Cuba.The United StatesSpain regained control of Florida in 1783,

but neither the Spanish nor the English colonized the Keys in large numbers until 1821, when

Spain ceded Florida to the United States. Salvage of ships wrecked along the coral reef off the

coast of the Keys was big business by this time: According to the laws of salvage, the first

captain who boarded a stranded ship became the wrecking master and was awarded the

largest share of the recovered cargo. But the US federal government began regulating the

wrecking operations, issuing an edict stating that only US citizens could engage in the salvage

operations. Since this enterprise was of great interest to the Bahamians, they began to

immigrate to the Keys in large numbers.The BahamiansMost of the Bahamians who settled in

the Keys in the early to mid-1800s were either descendants of religious dissenters from

England who settled Eleuthera in 1649 or Englishmen who left the American colonies for the

Bahamas during the American Revolution, preferring to remain subjects of the English crown.

Calling themselves Conchs, after the conch mollusk that was a staple of their diet, the

Bahamian immigrants received homesteading rights from the US government.Initially, life in the

Keys was lonely and secluded, but the hardy Conchs adjusted to life on the islands with the

valor and toughness of pioneers. The settlers respected the sea, earning their livelihood by

fishing, turtling, sponging, and salvaging ships. They depended on their boats like western

pioneers relied upon horses and covered wagons. No bridges existed between the islands, and

foodstuffs other than what they harvested in their indigenous surroundings had to be supplied

by passing ship.Keys Daily Life in the 1800sThese people were tough. They endured

hurricanes, mosquitoes, sand fleas, extreme heat, isolation, no fresh water, no refrigeration, no

electricity, no modern plumbing, and no medical aid. But along with an entrepreneurial spirit

and a deep sense of religion, they did have clean air, warm sunshine, and the riches of the

sea. Candles and oil lamps supplied light after the sun went down. Roof troughs carried

rainwater during the rainy season to cisterns built near their homes. Outhouses in the back

accommodated bodily ministrations. Except during the rainy season, bathing and laundry were

done in the saltwater of the bay or ocean. Soap was homemade, and flatirons heated on

woodstoves in the yard were used for ironing clothing.In spite of the tropical climate, women

wore modest long dresses. They constantly battled roaches and ants in the kitchen and stove

house, both of which were most often separated from the main house. All staples had to be

stored in metal cans or tightly covered jars. These staples came in, only occasionally, by ship.

Grits, rice, and flour were ordered by the barrel, pickled beef by the keg, canned milk—

evaporated and sweetened condensed—by the case, dried beans in cloth sacks, and lard and

butter in pails. Coffee came green and unroasted, salt was scarce, and molasses and honey

were cheaper than sugar.But much of the regular fare on the Keys pioneer table would be

considered a delicacy today—lobsters, turtle steaks, conch chowder, oysters, quail, venison,

dolphinfish, stone crabs, snappers, grouper, and shrimp. Fresh fruits and vegetables—key

limes, coconuts, mangos, papayas, sapodillas, tomatoes—were grown in dooryard gardens.

True to its Bahamian roots, early Keys cuisine was decidedly English—dinner pies, roasts,



stews, duffs, puddings, casseroles—with a touch of island spiciness that had evolved through

successive waves of foreign conquerors and colonizers in the Bahamas.Key WestBy 1822 Key

West was a growing, thriving city. As island people, the Conchs remained firmly bound together

by family ties and proximity. They regarded outsiders and mainlanders with reservation, calling

them “strangers.” The Conchs spoke with a southern lilt and a cockney accent—long “o”s,

dropping and adding “h”s, substituting “v” for “w” were all part of the dialect. For instance: “The

veather ain’t no good fir fishin’, an’ the vater is too rough.”When the English left the United

States for the Bahamas after the American Revolution, they brought along their slaves. The

Emancipation Act of 1834 officially ended slavery within the British realm, and most Bahamian

slaves were freed by 1838. From the 1830s to the 1850s, black Bahamians immigrated to Key

West, where jobs fishing, sponging, and in salt manufacture paid them cash wages. Although

racial and ethnic divisions were less rigid in Key West than in most of the American South,

some wealthy landowners did keep slaves to do household chores. (Free blacks were restricted

to living in what is now known as the Bahama Village section of Key West.)When Florida

seceded from the Union in 1861, Key West was the second largest and most cosmopolitan city

in the state and the wealthiest city per capita in the nation. Key West sympathized with the

Confederacy during the war, although Union soldiers were stationed at Fort Jefferson in the

Dry Tortugas and Fort Zachary Taylor in Key West, and naval fleets regularly blockaded supply

ships in Keys waters that were heading toward the southern states.A second wave of

Bahamian immigration began after the Civil War. Pioneer families such as the Alburys, Lowes,

Pinders, and Russells settled in the upper Keys, which was still a true wilderness. They began

farming pineapples, key limes, and tomatoes in large plantations. Other pioneers, fleeing the

American South after the abolition of slavery, settled in the Florida Keys as well.The

CubansCubans began immigrating to Key West in a small, steady stream in the 1830s, when

William H. Wall built a small cigar factory on Front Street. But it was not until the Cuban

Revolution of 1868 that the major influx of Cuban immigrants began arriving, forever changing

the composition of the city . . . for the better. Accused of treason in Cuba, Vicente Martinez

Ybor moved his cigar factory and his entire family to Key West in 1869. Other prominent Cuban

cigar manufacturers—such as E. H. Gato—followed. By 1878 Cubans made up one-third the

population of Key West. By 1880, fifty-seven companies were making cigars in the city, making

Key West the greatest clear-Havana cigar manufacturing city in the United States.With the

Cubans came their flavorful cuisine, which quickly became a part of Key West’s food heritage.

Traditional Cuban cuisine is a combination of spanish (conquerors), African (West Indian

slaves), and indigenous Indian (Taino and Siboney) ingredients and cooking techniques. Its

basis has always centered on rice, beans, root vegetables, and plantains. Dishes are highly

seasoned, but are not as fiery as other Latin American countries, and are often sweet as well

as spicy. Pork, beef, and chicken dominate classic Cuban cuisine and are usually marinated in

sour orange or lime juice and braised or roasted until they fall off the bone. And, surrounded by

more than 2,000 miles of coastline, Cuba, like the Florida Keys, has always relied upon fish

and seafood as dietary mainstays.Conch Cuisine of the 1900sBy 1900 Spanish was spoken as

freely as English in Key West. As the decades passed, although Conchs were Conchs and

Cubans were Cubans, they intermarried—both physically and culturally. The word Conch

became redefined to mean any person descended from the original settlers of the Florida Keys

and encompassed progeny of those who emigrated from the Bahamas, Cuba, and even the

southern states of the US. All others were considered “strangers.”True Conch cuisine began

evolving in the latter part of the nineteenth century, resulting in a unique blend of the English-

Bahamian and Spanish-Cuban cultures. A combination of zesty Latin, spicy Caribbean, and



traditional British influences wove their way through the bounty of indigenous foodstuffs of the

Keys, forever changing the way either culture originally cooked. For instance, the Bahamians

brought the English recipe for duff with them to the Keys, and the Cubans introduced guava

fruit to the islands. What resulted was guava duff, one of the most popular Keys holiday

desserts of the twentieth century.Inherent differences in cooking approaches and traditions

continued, however. Cubans preferred starchy side dishes more than leafy salads—plantains,

yuca, boniatos, calabaza, rice, and beans. Dishes were often cooked in a sofrito, a simmered

sauce made of garlic, onions, bell peppers, tomatoes, and spices.Conchs used Old Sour—a

mixture of fresh key lime juice, salt, and hot bird peppers—on their food after it was cooked.

Cubans used it only during cooking; it never left the stove. Instead, Cubans preferred mojo—a

potent, garlicky sauce—to splash on meat, fish, and seafood at the table. Conchs, on the other

hand, always kept a bowl of freshly cut limes on the table at mealtimes, liberally sprinkling it on

everything.Cubans spiced their food with oregano, cumin, and sweet basil, which grew in their

dooryard gardens, and preferred cinnamon bark to ground cinnamon in their cooking. They

imported capers and paprika from Cuba in bulk. Conchs put a bay leaf in nearly everything

they cooked and cultivated fiery bird peppers (for Old Sour), chives, parsley, and mint in pots

on their porches.Cubans made fresh bread every day, a favorite repast in both cultures. For

everyone in the Keys, dinner usually was eaten in mid-afternoon with a light meal taken in the

evening. And for the Cubans at least, strong shots of coffee or café con leche were consumed

all day long.Flagler’s Overseas Railroad—Link to the MainlandAt the beginning of the twentieth

century, Key West’s prosperity began to wane. Government lighthouses had been constructed

along the reef, so the wrecking industry died. Tarpon Springs cornered the sponge market. And

cigar manufacturers, enticed by promises of lower taxes, moved up the Gulf coast to Tampa.

Settlements in the rest of the Keys remained completely isolated except for boat

transportation.That changed, however, when Henry Flagler decided to extend his Florida East

Coast Railroad to Key West. Against all odds, Flagler’s railroad extension was completed in

1912, and a new day of modernity was predicted for the Florida Keys. That promise would take

decades to materialize, however. In 1923 construction of the Overseas Highway began, hopes

being that the new road would bring tourism to the Florida Keys, even though the islands still

were without an abundant freshwater source. Mother Nature defiantly intervened with the

Hurricane of 1935, when 200-mile-an-hour winds smashed the railroad, the road construction,

and the hopes of a more prosperous Florida Keys.Uncle Sam to the RescueWith the advent of

World War I and II, however, the US Navy, utilizing Key West as a strategic military base,

provided just the stimulus the Keys needed. The US government constructed a freshwater

pipeline from the mainland and commissioned the completion of the Overseas Highway.

Hundreds of “strangers” moved to the Keys, and refrigerated truckloads of fresh perishable

food-stuffs regularly made their way to the islands from Miami. By 1942, the Florida Keys finally

had moved into the twentieth century.The Conch cuisine of the 1940s and 1950s—using

indigenous ingredients and foodstuffs imported from Cuba and the mainland—reflected the

blended heritage of all the islands’ residents. English dishes such as steamed turtle, crawfish

soup, conch chowder, hopping john, queen of all puddings, guava jelly tarts, coconut duff,

johnnycake, and grits and grunts, showed a definite assimilation of tropical ingredients.And the

“strangers,” arriving in increasing numbers, introduced such “foreign” ideas as leafy salads, key

lime pie, stuffed baked grouper, fried breadfruit, and baked avocados.The Cuban influence

showed most strongly in such dishes as boliche, pica-dillo, roast pork, ropa vieja, arroz con

pollo, bollos, mollettes, and flan. By 1949, the majority of restaurants in Key West were owned

by Cubans.Tourism—Link to the WorldThe Florida Keys began its metamorphosis into a



desirable tourist destination in the second half of the twentieth century, when it became popular

as a sport-fishing destination. Fishing camps, such as writer Zane Grey’s favorite Long Key

Fish Camp, offered only basic amenities. Most restaurant food served to visitors—though very

fresh—was often very plain as well. But by the 1980s, the Florida Keys emerged as a tourist-

driven economy. “Strangers” had taken over the food scene, and restaurants opened up and

down the Keys, featuring a “new” cuisine touted as Floribbean. Colorful, ethnic, and bursting

with new flavors, it swept the nation.Overseas Highway: link to the mainlandFresh tropical

produce was the key ingredient in Floribbean cuisine. Ingredients and cooking styles unique to

Central and South America and the islands of the Caribbean inspired tropical innovations of

traditional dishes. For instance, curries became sweetly aromatic, incorporating sugar, allspice,

and such local fruits as mangoes and bananas. Recipes reflected the rich cultural blend of

people, ingredients, and food traditions of this new wave of settlers.Conchfusion—The Twenty-

first CenturyWith the dawn of a new millennium, forces of man and nature once again have

combined to change the complexion of the Florida Keys. Technological advances connect the

Keys to the rest of the universe like never before. An unprecedented boom in tourism and

settlement makes demands on fragile resources, however, threatening the ecological balance

of surrounding waters while at the same time stimulating the economy.A new wave of

immigrants from Cuba, South America, the Caribbean, and Europe as well as settlement by

scores of retiring baby boomers have joined cultures much as did the Conchs and Cubans of

yesteryear. The new cuisine that has resulted, unofficially dubbed Conchfusion, takes

advantage of the increased availability of unusual ingredients from around the globe, fusing

them with the bounty of the sea and the tropical jewels of the dooryard garden.One constant

remains: Just as the riches of the sea first attracted pioneers to the Florida Keys centuries ago,

diversity of culture and cuisine continues to lure settlers and visitors to this watery world. But

make no mistake: The sea is in charge here and always has been. As much as human nature

plays with the islands’ future, Mother Nature still holds all the cards.

1 Cocktails, Coolers & Appetizers“Since Key West is both a navy town and a resort town, the

chief demarcation between winter and summer lies in the crackling noise which sounds over

the island in the winter. For some time this was attributed to the wind in the palms, until keener

perceptions discovered that actually it was the crispy, crackling sound made by many people

eating stuffed celery and crunchy crackers.” Thus was life recorded, tongue in cheek, in 1949

by the Key West Woman’s Club in their cookbook, Key West Cook Book.Cocktail hour in the

Florida Keys is no longer so bleak—appetizers have improved immensely. And the party scene,

especially in Key West, is alive and well. Apparently Key West was a pretty hopping place as

far back as 1840: The small maritime frontier town sported thirty-two grog shops. By 1884 Key

West’s population was as diverse as its structures. A melting pot of Americans, English,

French, Germans, Spaniards, Cubans, Bahamians, Italians, and African Americans

congregated at night, singing, dancing, and drinking in their own languages. Said a gentleman

known only as Jack: “I learned to drink beer in seven languages while there . . .”Things haven’t

changed much!Calamondin BrandyCalamondin brandy or liqueur is the dooryard hooch of the

Florida Keys. The tiny sour orange fruit is no longer grown commercially in Florida. Thus,

calamondins are one of the true dooryard fruits still encountered only in the Florida Keys.

Because they are so sour, calamondins require copious amounts of sugar in recipes to offset

their tartness. But their flavor is so unique, no other fruit provides an adequate

substitute.SERVES A CROWD50 whole ripe calamondins1 quart (32 ounces) unflavored

vodka4 cups sugarPinch skin of each calamondin just enough to pop it slightly. Place whole



calamondins in a gallon glass jar with a tight-fitting lid. Add vodka and sugar. Replace lid tightly

on jar and shake back and forth, until sugar begins to dissolve. Shake contents of jar once a

day for at least 2 weeks by turning jar upside down, then right side up, repeatedly for about 1

minute. (After a few days the sugar will dissolve into the vodka.)After 2 weeks, remove fruit and

strain liquid through coffee filters until the coffee filters are clear. Place brandy in a tall-necked

glass bottle with a tight-fitting lid and store in refrigerator. Serve in chilled cordial or brandy

glasses.CHEF’S NOTE: When picking calamondins from the tree, be sure to use clippers or

scissors. If you pull them off, the stem end of the fruit will tear and the calamondins will spoil

more quickly. Once picked, calamondins should be refrigerated and used within a week.Cuban

SundownerA coctel in old Havana was a predinner cocktail party with finger food and a variety

of rum drinks. Bacardi white rum had its birth in Cuba, so it is a natural pairing with the nectar

of the guava or guayaba, one of the most popular and most widely used fruits in the Cuban

culture (see p. 252).SERVES 61 (12-ounce) can frozen lemonade, thawed2 (12-ounce) cans

lemon-lime carbonated soda2 cups guava nectar2 tablespoons grenadine9 ounces Bacardi

white rum3 thin lemon slices, seeded and cut in halfPlace lemonade, soda, guava nectar, and

grenadine in a large glass or plastic pitcher. Stir well to combine. Refrigerate until needed.To

serve: Fill each of 6 tall glasses with ice. Add 1½ ounces rum to each glass. Pour guava

mixture evenly into each glass (about ¾ cup each). Garnish each glass with a half slice of

lemon.CHEF’S NOTE: You can omit the rum and serve this drink as a tangy breakfast

beverage.Poinciana PunchKnown as the Flame Tree in the Florida Keys, the Royal Poinciana

(Delonix regia) holds court in a riot of blooms during May and June of each year. Large clusters

of multipetaled orange/scarlet flowers and feathery leaves grace the 30- to 40-foot-high trees,

spreading in an umbrella-like canopy that can be wider than its height. It is love at first sight for

this spectacular shade tree and also for its namesake tropical sipper!SERVES 832 ounces

Simply brand raspberry lemonade16 ounces Bolthouse Farms Passion Orange Guava juice8

ounces coconut rum4½ ounces amaretto liqueur8 sprigs fresh mintOne hour ahead: Mix

lemonade, juice, rum, and amaretto together in a large pitcher. Place in refrigerator to

chill.Serve in tall glasses over ice topped with a sprig of mint.CHEF’S NOTE: For a fancy

presentation for this and other tropical drinks, make lime or lemon ice cubes. Cut two medium

limes or lemons into ¼-inch-thick slices. Cut each slice into quarters. Place one slice in each

compartment of three ice cube trays. Mix ¼ cup lime or lemon juice and 32 ounces water

together in a pitcher. Pour citrus water into ice cube trays. Place trays in freezer until ice cubes

are firm. Use the cubes in tropical drinks, ice tea, lemonade, or colas. Makes 48 cubes.Frozen

Margaritas PlusSERVES 31 (6-ounce) can frozen limeade6 ounces Key West Pale Ale or any

other beer4 ounces tequila1 ounce Triple Sec1 key lime, quarteredMargarita saltFill a blender

half full with small ice cubes or crushed ice. Add limeade, beer, tequila, and Triple Sec. Blend

until slushy.Rub a key lime wedge around the rim of a wide-rimmed glass. Place a thin layer of

margarita salt on a small plate. Dip glass into salt. Divide margaritas among 3 glasses. Top

each with a wedge of key lime.Pomegranate MargaritasThe recorded music of Jimmy Buffett

wafting out of his Key West Margaritaville restaurant permeates the honky-tonk atmosphere on

Duval Street. Buffett came to Key West in 1972, where he first performed in the Chart Room of

the Pier House. Tourism had not yet boomed in the Keys. Instead, the 1970s was the decade of

drug smuggling in the Florida Keys, attracting a rough-and-tumble array of characters. As in the

days of Prohibition and immediately after its repeal, drinking was a favorite sport. Jimmy Buffett

hit the big time during his Key West days, recording his first successful album in 1973—A white

sport Coat and a Pink Crustacean. Although he no longer lives in the Keys, Buffett holds

favorite-son status in Key West to this day.SERVES 10–121 (1-liter) bottle tequila2 cups



unsweetened pomegranate juice1 cup fresh lime juice plus 1 slice fresh limeStirrings brand

pomegranate rimmerCombine tequila, pomegranate juice, and lime juice in a large glass

pitcher. Rub lime slice around rims of desired number margarita glasses or large balloon wine

glasses. Dip glass rims into pomegranate rimmer. Fill glasses halfway with ice. Pour margarita

mixture over ice and serve immediately.CHEF’S NOTE: This drink is a deadly delicious source

of antioxidants! You can find stirrings colorful pomegranate rimmer in specialty food or liquor

stores or order on the internet: .KEY LIMESThe key lime holds a remarkable position of honor

and respect in the Florida Keys: The main ingredient in our official dessert, key lime pie, as well

as many of our tropical drinks, the key lime (Citrus aurantifolia Swingle) is actually a specific

variety of lime that grows only in limited parts of the world. The species is very sensitive to the

cold and thrives only in warm, moist climates.Like the Bahamian and cuban émigrés who

settled the Florida Keys centuries ago, our signature key limes are naturalized, not native.

Exactly how did these smooth-skinned sour yellow spheres, which range in size from a walnut

to a golf ball, make it to the United States’ southernmost island chain? No one knows for sure,

but one thing is for certain: It was a long journey.No record of the lime’s introduction to the

Florida Keys has been found, but the Spanish planted seeds of key limes wherever they

landed, including Haiti by 1520 and Mexico after the fall of the Aztec empire. Its likely that the

Spanish introduced the key lime to the Florida Keys as well. Ponce de León garnered credit for

naming the Florida Keys Los Martires in 1513 during his exploration of the Gulf of

Mexico.Growing key limes in the Florida Keys was never easy. Finding limestone bedrock with

no natural soil, early-nineteenth-century pioneers resorted to rather unorthodox planting

techniques, called jungle planting. They dug potholes in the limestone and placed a layer of soil

in the bottom of each. Shortly before the rainy season, the farmers sowed a thick layer of key

lime seeds in the soil. when the seedlings were a few inches high, during the rainy season,

they transplanted each seedling into its own soil-filled pothole, fertilizing it with a mulch of

cured seaweed. Because key lime trees are very thorny, growers collected the ripe yellow fruit

from the ground twice a week, placing the fruit in wheelbarrows pushed along boards that were

placed over the rough, rocky terrain.Young women pose with fruit during key lime festival in

1953.Key limes were commercially grown on a small scale in the upper Florida Keys at the

beginning of the twentieth century. Growers pickled the fruits in saltwater and shipped them to

Boston, where they were popular as a snack food, especially loved by children. But the industry

was short-lived. The hurricane of 1926 wiped out all the citrus groves, forever terminating

commercially grown key limes in the Florida Keys.Today backyard key lime trees flourish here.

Key lime aficionados stubbornly accept only limes grown in the Florida Keys as being

authentic, but key lime juice sold in the United States—such as Nellie and Joe’s, bottled in Key

West since the ’70s—actually comes from commercial groves in Mexico and the West Indies,

where they’re called Mexican limes or West Indian limes.KEY LIME MARTINIJust about every

restaurant in the Keys sports a martini on its menu that contains our indigenous tart, tangy key

lime juice. Some even serve the martini as a key lime pie after-dinner drink with the glass

rimmed in graham cracker crumbs! This is my take on the classic aperitif.SERVES 12 ounces

vanilla vodka1 ounce fresh key lime juice2 tablespoons Coco Lopez1 ounce pineapple juiceIce

cubesPlace vodka, lime juice, Coco Lopez, and pineapple juice in a shaker with ice. Shake

until ingredients are chilled. Strain into a martini glass.CHEF’S NOTE: You can order bottled

key lime juice from Nellie and Joe’s (see Stocking the Tropical Pantry, p. 281).Goombay

SmashThis drink takes its name from a lively festival celebrated annually in the Bahamas, Key

West, and other tropical islands. Originating in Africa and the West Indies, the festival featured

dancers who used a skin-covered drum they called a “gombey,” meaning rhythm. Traditionally



dancers wore high, feathered headdresses, colorful costumes, and sometimes fanciful or

bizarre masks.SERVES 43 ounces white rum3 ounces coconut rum3 ounces apricot brandy3

tablespoons grenadine3 cups pineapple juice4 fresh pineapple spearsPut all ingredients

except pineapple spears in a blender and process until frothy. Serve over ice in a tall glass and

garnish with pineapple spear.CHEF’S NOTE: This colorful drink, which is a frothy pink because

of the grenadine, is so smooth you can easily get smashed!Mango-Coconut BatidoSERVES 26

ounces skim milk2 ounces cream of coconut1 cup cubed mango1 cup low-fat vanilla ice

cream1 teaspoon vanilla extract2 tablespoons grated coconut, toastedPlace milk, cream of

coconut, and mango in a blender. Pulse to mix well. Add ice cream and vanilla. Process on

high until well mixed and frothy. Pour milk shake into 2 glasses. Sprinkle toasted coconut on top

of milk shake.CHEF’S NOTE: Grated coconut is unsweetened and available in the frozen food

sections of Latin markets and many supermarkets. Cream of coconut is popularly marketed as

Coco Lopez and is highly sweetened. You’ll find cream of coconut in the supermarket drink

mixer section. If instead you use coconut cream, such as that marketed by Ocho Rios, you

should add 2 tablespoons sugar to the milk shake. Coconut cream will be in the baking section

of your supermarket.Hibiscus BagatelleBagatelle restaurant presides over Key West’s Duval

Street like a queen on her throne. Situated in the ca.1884 home built by sea captain Frederick

Roberts, the island eatery is a maze of cozy rooms and sweeping verandas. Roberts and his

family used to drink and dine on these very same verandas, cooled by the breezes wafting

down Duval from the nearby Gulf of Mexico. Today the Hibiscus is one of Bagatelle’s most

requested drinks.SERVES 11 ounce light rum½ ounce coconut rum5 ounces pineapple juice1

ounce cranberry juiceOrange sliceMaraschino cherryPlace all liquid ingredients in a cocktail

shaker. Fill shaker with ice and shake vigorously. Transfer shaken drink and ice to a 12-ounce

glass. Garnish with orange slice and maraschino cherry.CHEF’S NOTE: White rum that has

been flavored with coconut, either during fermentation or after it has been distilled, is called

coconut rum.MojitoThe Conch Republic Seafood Company in Key West makes the best mojito

in the Florida Keys, and they offer this legend about the drink’s origins: “The mojito (mo-HEE-

toe) was concocted in the seventeenth century by Sir Francis Drake. Sir Francis was crusading

around the Caribbean when his stock of whiskey ran dry. He drank his whiskey with mint and a

little sugar water. Being in ‘rum country’ and in need of a fortified beverage, he substituted rum

for his whiskey and the mojito was born.” Officially, however, Cuba claims to have invented the

mojito in the teen years of the twentieth century. It was one of Ernest Hemingway’s favorite

libations when he visited La Bodeguita in Havana.SERVES 12 lime wedges4–5 fresh mint

leaves2 ounces simple syrup (recipe in Chef Note at right)2 ounces white rumClub sodaPlace

lime wedges and mint leaves in a pint glass. Muddle with the handle of a wooden spoon for 30

seconds. Add simple syrup and white rum. Fill glass with ice and top off with club soda. Shake

or stir gently.CHEF’S NOTE: To muddle means to simply bruise or gently pound the limes and

mint leaves to release their juices and essence. (You can buy a muddler, which looks like a tiny

baseball bat or billy club, at any good restaurant store.) To make simple syrup, in a small

saucepan, combine 2 parts sugar to 1 part water. Heat until sugar is dissolved. Cool before

using (keeps for weeks if refrigerated). For a fruity twist to your mojito, use flavored rum, such

as mango, banana, or pineapple.Chocolate-Banana BatidoTropical fruits such as mangos,

papayas, bananas, guavas, and coconuts are combined with milk, ice, and sometimes sugar or

ice cream to create a Cuban milk shake called a batido.SERVES 11 frozen ripe banana, cut

into small pieces1 cup whole milk1 teaspoon almond extract1 tablespoon sweetened cocoa

mixPlace banana, milk, almond extract, and cocoa mix in a blender. Process on highest speed

for 1 minute until shake is thick and smooth. Serve in a tall glass with a long straw.CHEF’S



NOTE: I find that Ghirardelli Premium Double Chocolate Hot Cocoa mix is particularly rich and

flavorful.SunriseSERVES 42 tablespoons cream of coconut6 ounces papaya nectar6 ounces

pineapple nectar3 small finger bananas or 1 large banana, peeled12 ounces orange

juiceCombine all ingredients in a blender until smooth. Chill in refrigerator for 30 minutes. Re-

blend and serve.CHEF’S NOTE: This tropical fruit drink evolved when I gave one of my dearest

houseguests free access to my pantry and my blender. It proved a great addition to our

morning brunch.SunsetMade from sugarcane juice or molasses, all rums are distilled clear.

They are then fermented from twenty-four hours to twelve days, which accounts for variations

in color. Myers’s rum is a sweet brown rum, which is aged in white oak barrels for at least five

years. More like a rich cognac or brandy, this strongly flavored rum stands up well to pairings

with fruit juices and other mixers in tropical concoctions.SERVES 11½ ounces Myers’s dark

rum3 ounces orange juice1½ ounces lemon-lime sodaKey lime, cut in quartersSplash of

cranberry juicePour rum, orange juice, and soda in a tall glass filled with ice. Stir to mix.

Squeeze piece of lime into glass. Mix again. Splash cranberry juice on top. do not mix it into the

drink. Garnish with a slice of key lime.CHEF’S NOTE: This drink, which my husband concocted

years ago, is the drink most requested by our houseguests for sunset celebrations.Pink

OrchidOrchids are perennial epiphytes, which means they are “air plants” and don’t need soil

to grow. In Keys dooryard gardens, you’ll often find a panoply of these exotic creatures growing

anchored to trees and shrubs. Greek mythology holds that Orchis, the son of a nymph and a

satyr, drank too much at the festival of Bacchus and accosted a priestess. For his misdeeds, he

was banished and turned into a flower. Hence, the orchid flower was born.SERVES 11½

ounces Captain Morgan’s Spiced Rum2 ounces cranberry juice2 ounces pineapple juice1

tablespoon Coco Lopez½ tablespoon grenadineCrushed icePlace rum, juices, Coco Lopez,

and grenadine in a blender. Blend on high speed until frothy. Serve over crushed ice in a tall

glass.CHEF’S NOTE: Coco Lopez is cream of coconut and is highly sweetened. You’ll find it in

the drink/mixers section of your supermarket.BUDDY ACTThe Writer and the

RumrunnerBawdy and naughty, Key West in the 1920s paid little attention to the laws of

Prohibition. Isolated from the mainland United States, the town bustled with speakeasies,

honky-tonks, bistros, brothels, home breweries, and gambling dens.Charter-boat captain-cum-

rumrunner Joe Russell ran an illegal little booze joint in his house during Prohibition, and

Ernest Hemingway, an island newcomer in 1928, began buying bootleg scotch from him. The

two men hit it off immediately, forming a fast friendship that lasted for decades. They shared

interests and a mutual admiration.Ernest Hemingway and his catch.For months at a time, the

men fished the Gulf Stream for sailfish and marlin aboard Russell’s 32-foot boat Anita, or

Hemingway’s yacht Pilar. They sailed to Cuba, where they cruised the bars in Havana and

drank mojitos at Sloppy Joe’s and the Floridita. Hemingway immortalized their shared fishing

adventures in The Old Man and the Sea and Islands in the Stream. He also used Russell as

the model for Freddy in To Have or Have Not.After the repeal of Prohibition in 1933, Russell

leased a rundown bar on Greene Street for $3 a week and made his liquor operation

legitimate. The original name for the bar was The Blind Pig (current location of Captain Tony’s

Saloon), but Hemingway urged Russell to change the bar’s name to Sloppy Joe’s, after their

favorite Havana haunt. A rowdy bar frequented by fishermen and unsavory characters, the

dark, narrow establishment had no door. In fact the saloon never closed.Sloppy Joe’s was

Hemingway’s favorite watering hole, which he frequented with a bunch of cronies he called

“The Mob.” The old Master (Papa Hemingway) always drank at a discount. He favored a

sugarless daiquiri, a strong shaken drink made of a double shot of rum and a splash of lime,

grapefruit, and maraschino cherry juices. The drink, still served today, is named after



Hemingway—Papa Dobles or Father Doubles, as in double shot.In 1937 Joe Russell, irked that

his rent was raised by $1 per month, moved Sloppy Joe’s saloon to its current location on the

corner of Greene and Duval Streets. For the move, which happened literally overnight,

customers simply picked up their drinks, as well as the chairs and tables, and moved down the

street.Annual Hemingway look-alike contest.Ernest Hemingway lived in his Key West mansion

on Whitehead Street with second wife, Pauline, and his two sons from 1928 until 1939, when

his marriage hit the rocks. Leaving Pauline behind, Hemingway headed for Cuba. He remained

close friends with Russell, however, regularly fishing and carousing with him in Havana. In

1941, on one of their watery jaunts, Russell died of a massive heart attack at age fifty-three,

and Hemingway lost his best friend. By 1962, Hemingway himself was dead. Cause of death—

a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the head.In Key West, however, the legendary buddy act lives

on at Sloppy Joe’s—the infamous, and still doorless, saloon devoted to the entwined legacies

of the writer and the rumrunner.
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prisrob, “Food From The Keys. This cookbook is a good bet for those who love the Florida

Keys.. Photos are present, but only for a few recipes. The best part of this cookbook is the

history of the Keys. The mixtures of cultures has given the keys a rich heritage. Of course, we

all know that famous people inhabit the keys. It was not until the 1990's that the Keys became a

place for tourists. It is also known as the place to go for the Gay population.The history of the

Keys takes up a great bit of the beginning, and it is the best part of the book. The book is

divided into the history, chapters for food, and then at the end a directory of where you can

purchase all the food stuffs found in the book. The book counts heavily on restaurant recipes

and is thus credited.Chapter One- Cocktails - most have a heavily laden rum content,and it

was the mojitos that interested me the most. A ship Captain was used to drinking whiskey,

sugar water and limes until he ran out of whiskey, he substituted rum and the Mojito was born!

Chapter Two- Soups, Bisques and chowders, the usual roundup but conch is a big

draw.Chapter Three- Salads and veggies- nice coverage of many salads and fruit salad with

bananas are featured.Chapter Four- Rice, Beans, Tubers and Pastas- nice selection all of

which are found in the Keys.Chapter Five- fish and Seafood, this was my favorite with many

recipes dedicated to the fish found in the Keys.Chapter Six-Meat and poultry- Steak is heavily

represented along with chicken. Nice selection.Chapter Seven- Grand Finales- as mentioned

elsewhere, cake mixes are featured, but for only a few recipes. The others look delicious and,

of course, Key Lime Pie is featured.Chapter Eight- Bread and Breakfast- luscious food is

featured, my favorite part of the recipes.The absence of photos of the food really took away

from this book. As mentioned, the history of the Keys is well worth the price of the

book.Recommended. prisrob 09-18-15”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/ajBbq/Florida-Keys-Cookbook-Recipes-and-Foodways-of-Paradise


Sarah Woods, “Total awesome buy. If you love Caribbean and keys cooking don’t skip this

book!!!! Really awesome recipes, I live in the keys and these are true authentic awesome

recipes!!! Put it in your cart now and click buy, seriously!!! Awesome cook book!”

Karen, “For Cooks Who Love the Keys. Got this for my son and daughter-in-law who travel

often as they can to the Keys and dream of relocating there. Retro feel to the book which is fun,

with recipes I know they will actually try. They will like it as much for the writing and pictures as

they do for the recipes that will transport them back to their 'happy place.'”

James G. Swanson, “Four Stars. My wife loves this and it brought back lots of memories.”

ScubaMic, “Recipes with a side of history. Sure the recipes are nice, but the history is

fascinating.”

Macy W., “Great recipes.. I live in the Keys and I find Victoria's recipes wonderful.”

Paul D Holland, “Five Stars. authentic, have had many when I lived in the keys”

The book by Inc. BarCharts has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 32 people have provided feedback.
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